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In this paper, we study the approa h of dynami lo al sear h
for the SAT problem. We fo us on the re ent and promising Exponentiated Sub-Gradient (ESG) algorithm, and examine the fa tors determining the time omplexity of its sear h steps. Based on the insights gained
from our analysis, we developed S aling and Probabilisti Smoothing
(SAPS), an eÆ ient SAT algorithm that is on eptually losely related
to ESG. We also introdu e a rea tive version of SAPS (RSAPS) that
adaptively tunes one of the algorithm's important parameters. We show
that for a broad range of standard ben hmark problems for SAT, SAPS
and RSAPS a hieve signi antly better performan e than both ESG and
the state-of-the-art WalkSAT variant, Novelty+ .

Abstra t.

1 Introdu tion and Ba kground
The Satis ability problem (SAT) is an important subje t of study in many areas
of omputer s ien e. Sin e SAT is NP - omplete, there is little hope to develop a
omplete algorithm that s ales well on all types of problem instan es; however,
fast algorithms are needed to solve big problems from various domains, in luding prominent AI problems su h as planning [7℄ and onstraint satisfa tion [2℄.
Throughout this paper, we fo us on the model nding variant of SAT: Given a
propositional formula F , nd a model of F , i.e., an assignment of truth values
to the propositional variables in F under whi h F be omes true. As with most
other work on SAT algorithms, we onsider only propositional formulae
V W in onjun tive normal form (CNF), i.e., formulae of the form F = i j lij , where
ea h lij is a propositional
W variable or its negation. The lij are alled literals,
while the disjun tions j lij are alled lauses of F .
Some of the best known methods for solving SAT are Sto hasti Lo al Sear h
(SLS) algorithms; these are typi ally in omplete, i.e., they annot determine
with ertainty that a given formula is unsatis able, but they often nd models
of satis able formulae surprisingly e e tively [5℄. Although SLS algorithms for
SAT di er in their implementation details, the general sear h strategy is mostly
?
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the same [2℄. Starting from an initial, omplete assignment of truth values to
all variables in the given formula F , in ea h sear h step, the truth assignment
of one variable is hanged from true to false or vi e versa; this type of sear h
step is also alled a variable ip. Sin e the models of F are hara terised by the
fa t that they leave none of F 's lauses unsatis ed, variable ips are typi ally
performed with the purpose of minimising an obje tive fun tion that maps any
variable assignment x to the number of lauses unsatis ed under x.
Sin e the introdu tion of GSAT [14℄, a simple best-improvement sear h algorithm for SAT, mu h resear h has been ondu ted in this area. Major performan e improvements were a hieved by the usage of noise strategies [12℄ and the
development of the WalkSAT ar hite ture [13℄. In ea h sear h step, WalkSAT
algorithms rst hoose a urrently unsatis ed lause and then ip a variable
o urring in this lause. Extensive experiments resulted in the introdu tion of
sophisti ated s hemes for sele ting the variable to be ipped, in luding the wellknown Novelty and R-Novelty algorithms [8℄. Further insight into the nature and
theoreti al properties of these algorithms motivated the more re ent Novelty+
variant [3℄, whi h is amongst the state-of-the-art algorithms for SAT.
In parallel to the development of more re ned versions of randomised iterative improvement strategies like WalkSAT, another SLS method has be ome
in reasingly popular in SAT solving. This method is based on the idea of modifying the evaluation fun tion in order to prevent the sear h from getting stu k
in lo al minima or other attra tive non-solution areas of the underlying sear h
spa e. We all this approa h Dynami Lo al Sear h (DLS). DLS strategies for
SAT typi ally asso iate weights with the lauses of the given formula, whi h
are modi ed during the sear h pro ess. These algorithms then try to minimise
the total weight rather than the number of the unsatis ed lauses. GSAT with
lause weighting [12℄ was one of the rst algorithms based on this idea, although it hanges weights only in onne tion with restarting the sear h pro ess.
Many variants of this s heme have been proposed: Frank [1℄ uses a DLS weighting s heme that is updated every time a variable is ipped. Morris' Breakout
Method [9℄ simply adds one to the weight of every unsatis ed lause whenever a lo al minimum is en ountered. The Dis rete Lagrangian Method (DLM)
[15℄ is based on a tabu sear h pro edure and uses a similar, but slightly more
ompli ated weight update s heme. Additionally, DLM periodi ally and deterministi ally envokes a smoothing me hanism that de reases all lause weights
by a onstant amount. The Smoothed Des ent and Flood (SDF) approa h [10℄
introdu ed a more omplex smoothing method, and the on ept of multipli ative
weight updates. The most re ent and best-performing DLS algorithm for SAT
is the Exponentiated Sub-Gradient (ESG) method [11℄. ESG, des ribed in more
detail in the next se tion, rea hes or ex eeds the performan e of the best known
WalkSAT algorithms in many ases.
In this paper we introdu e \S aling and Probabilisti Smoothing" (SAPS),
a new algorithm that is on eptually losely related to ESG, but di ers in the
way it implements weight updates: SAPS performs omputationally expensive
weight smoothing probabilisti ally and less frequently than ESG. This leads
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to a substantial redu tion in the time omplexity of the weight update pro edure without in reasing the number of variable ips required for solving a given
SAT instan e. Furthermore, di erent from ESG, SAPS an be implemented efiently in a rather straight-forward way. We also introdu e RSAPS, a partially
self-tuning variant of SAPS that robustly rea hes and in some ases ex eeds the
performan e of SAPS with manually tuned parameters. As our empiri al evaluation shows, SAPS and RSAPS outperform both ESG and Novelty+ , two of
the best performing SLS algorithms for SAT, on a wide range of random and
stru tured SAT instan es, whi h suggests that these new algorithms might be
the best SLS algorithms for SAT urrently known.
The remainder of this paper is stru tured as follows. In Se tion 2 we review
the ESG algorithm and dis uss some of its important hara teristi s. Based
on these insights, we present our new SAPS algorithm, a variant of the ESG
approa h, in Se tion 3. A self-tuning variant of this algorithm, RSAPS, is introdu ed in Se tion 4. In Se tion 5, we report results from our empiri al study of
SAPS and RSAPS whi h illustrate the performan e improvements these algorithms a hieve as ompared to ESG and Novelty+ . Finally, Se tion 6 ontains
on lusions and points out dire tions for future work.

2 The ESG algorithm
The Exponentiated Subgradient (ESG) algorithm by S huurmans, Southey, and
Holte [11℄ is motivated by established methods in the operations resear h literature. Subgradient optimisation is a method for minimising Lagrangian fun tions
that is often used for generating good lower bounds for bran h and bound te hniques or as a heuristi in in omplete lo al sear h algorithms.
ESG for SAT works as follows: The sear h is initialised by randomly hosen
truth values for all propositional variables in the input formula, F , and by setting
the weight asso iated with ea h lause in F to one. Then, in ea h iteration, a
weighted sear h phase followed by a weight update is performed.
The weighted sear h phase onsists of a series of greedy variable ips (\primal sear h steps"); in ea h of these, a variable is sele ted at random from the
set of all variables that appear in urrently unsatis ed lauses and when ipped,
lead to a maximal redu tion in the total weight of unsatis ed lauses. When
rea hing a lo al minimum state, i.e., an assignment in whi h ipping any variable that appears in an unsatis ed lause would not lead to a de rease in the
total weight of unsatis ed lauses, with probability  , the sear h is ontinued
by ipping a variable that is uniformly hosen at random from the set of all
variables appearing in unsatis ed lauses. Otherwise, the weighted sear h phase
is terminated.
After ea h weighted sear h phase, the lause weights are updated (\dual
sear h step"). This involves two stages: First, the weights of all lauses are multiplied by a fa tor depending on their satisfa tion status; weights of satis ed
lauses are multiplied by sat , weights of unsatis ed lauses by unsat (s aling
stage). Then, all lause weights are pulled towards their mean value using the
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formula w
w   + (1 )  w (smoothing stage), where w is the average of
all lause weights after s aling, and the parameter  has a xed value between
zero and one. The algorithm terminates when a satisfying assignment for F has
been found or when a maximal number of iterations has been performed. (For
details, see [11℄.)
In a straight-forward implementation of ESG, the weight update steps (\dual
sear h steps") are omputationally mu h more expensive than the weighted
sear h steps (\primal sear h steps"), whose ost is determined by the underlying basi lo al sear h pro edure. Ea h weight update step requires a essing
all lause weights, while a weighted sear h step only needs to a ess the weights
of the riti al lauses, i.e., lauses that an hange their satisfa tion status when
a variable appearing in a urrently unsatis ed lause is ipped.1 Typi ally, for
the major part of the sear h only few lauses are unsatis ed; hen e, only a small
subset of the lauses is riti al, rendering the weighted sear h steps omputationally heaper than weight updates.
If weight updates would typi ally o ur very infrequently as ompared to
weighted sear h steps, the relatively high omplexity of the weight update steps
might not have a signi ant e e t on the performan e of the algorithm. However,
experiments (not reported here) indi ate that the fra tion of weighting steps
performed by ESG is quite high; it ranges from around 7% (for SAT en odings
of large at graph olouring problems) to more than 40% per ent (for SATen oded all-interval-series problems).
EÆ ient implementations of ESG therefore riti ally depend on additional
te hniques in order to rea h the ompetitive performan e results reported in
[11℄. The most re ent publi ally available ESG-SAT software by Southey and
S huurmans (Version 1.4), for instan e, uses sat = 1 (whi h avoids the e ort
of s aling satis ed lauses), repla es w by 1 in the smoothing step, and utilises
a lazy weight update te hnique whi h updates lause weights only when they
are needed. In Table 1, we ompare this algorithm with the WalkSAT variant
Novelty+ . Espe ially the step performan e of ESG is quite impressive for a variety of problem instan es; while it never needs more variable ips, sometimes it
outperforms Novelty+ by more than an order of magnitude. In most ases, ESG's
time performan e is still somewhat better than that of Novelty+ , but even with
the optimisations in Version 1.4, ESG-SAT does not always rea h the performan e of Novelty+ in terms of CPU time. Hen e, it seems that the omplexity
of the weight update steps severely limits the performan e of ESG in parti ular
and dynami lo al sear h algorithms for SAT in general.

3 S aling and Probabilisti Smoothing (SAPS)
Based on the observations from the previous se tion, the most obvious way to
improve the performan e of ESG would be to redu e the omplexity of the weight
update pro edure while retaining the relatively low number of weighted sear h
1 The omplexity of all other operations is dominated by these operations.
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Problem
Instan e
bw large.a
bw large.b
bw large.
logisti s.
at100-med
at100-hard
at200-med
at200-hard
uf100-hard
uf250-med
uf250-hard
uf400-med
uf400-hard
ais10

Novelty+
noise
steps time
0.40
7,007 0.014
0.35
125,341 0.339
0.20 3,997,095 16.0
0.40
101,670 0.226
0.55
7,632 0.008
0.60
84,019 0.089
0.60
198,394 0.208
0.60 18147719 18.862
0.55
29,952 0.046
0.55
9,906 0.015
0.55 1,817,662 2.745
0.55
100,412 0.160
0.55 14,419,948 22.3
0.40 1,332,225 4.22

ESG
noise pr. steps d. steps time
3.0 0.995 0.0015
2,445
282 0.016
1.4 0.99 0.0005 26,978 4,612 0.280
1.4 0.99 0.0005 1,432,003 193,700 38.10
2.2 0.99 0.0025
9,714 4,664 0.229
1.1 0.99 0.0015
6,313 1,154 0.013
1.1 0.99 0.0015 20,059 2,794 0.037
1.01 0.99 0.0025 96,585 7,587 0.237
1.01 0.99 0.0025 2,511,228 213,995 5.887
1.15 0.99 0.001
2,223
638 0.006
1.15 0.99 0.003
7,006 1,379 0.0195
1.15 0.99 0.003 165,212 26,772 0.461
1.15 0.99 0.003 100,253 10,016 0.324
1.15 0.99 0.003 3,015,013 282,760 9.763
1.9 0.999 0.0004 13,037 9,761 0.139



Median number of steps and run-time on individual ben hmark instan es
for ESG (Version 1.4) and Novelty+; boldfa e indi ates the CPU time of the faster
algorithm. For all runs of Novelty+, wp = 0:01, steps for ESG are split into primal
and dual steps. Estimates for all instan es are based on 100 runs. For details on the
experimental methodology and the problem instan es, see Se tion 5.

Table 1.

steps required to solve a given problem instan e. As we will see in this se tion,
this an be a hieved in a rather simple and straight-forward way, leading to our
new SAPS algorithm, a simple, yet eÆ ient variant of ESG.
Two key observations provide the basis for the modi ed weight update s heme
underlying SAPS. In the following we let C denote the set of all lauses of a given
formula F and U the set of all lauses unsatis ed under the urrent variable
assignment. We rst note that the s aling operation an be restri ted to the unsatis ed lause weights ( sat = 1) without a e ting the variable sele tion in the
weighted sear h phase, sin e res aling all lause weights by a onstant fa tor does
not a e t the variable sele tion me hanism. (As mentioned before, Southey's and
S huurmans' ESG implementation also makes use of this fa t.) Based on our previous argument, this redu es the omplexity of the s aling stage from (jC j) to
(jU j). After a short initial sear h phase, jU j be omes rather small ompared
to jC j; this e e t seems to be more pronoun ed for larger SAT instan es with
many lauses. The smoothing stage, however, has omplexity (jC j), and now
dominates the omplexity of the weight update.
Given this situation, the se ond key idea is to redu e the time omplexity
of the weight update pro edure by performing the expensive smoothing operation only o asionally. Our experimental results show that this does not have a
detrimental e e t on the performan e of the algorithm in terms of the number
of weighted sear h steps required for solving a given instan e. Towards the end
of this se tion we will provide some intuition into this phenomenon.
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pro edure

UpdateWeights(F , x, W , , ,Psmooth )

input:

propositional formula F , variable assignment x, lause weights W = (wi ),
s aling fa tor , smoothing fa tor , smoothing probability Psmooth

output:

lause weights W
C = f lauses of F g
U = f 2 C j is unsatis ed under xg
for ea h i s.t. i 2 U do
wi := wi 
end

Psmooth do
i s.t. i 2 C do
wi := wi   + (1 )  w

with probability
for ea h
end
end
return

(W)

end
Fig. 1.

The SAPS weight update pro edure; w is the average over all lause weights.

Figure 1 shows our novel weight update pro edure whi h is based on these
insights. Di erent from the standard ESG weight update, this pro edure s ales
the weights of unsatis ed lauses, but only smoothes all lause weights with a
ertain probability Psmooth . Thus, we all the orresponding algorithm S aling
and Probabilisti Smoothing (SAPS). Compared to ESG, in SAPS the omplexity of UpdateWeights is redu ed from (jC j + jU j) to (Psmooth jC j + jU j). As a
result, the amortised ost of smoothing no longer dominates the algorithm's runtime. Obviously, there are other ways of a hieving the same e e t. For instan e,
similar to the me hanism found in DLM, smoothing ould be performed deterministi ally after a xed number of s aling stages. However, the probabilisti
smoothing me hanism has the theoreti al advantage of preventing the algorithm
from getting trapped in y li behaviour (see also [3℄). Furthermore, it is not
lear that the possibility of performing smoothing should be restri ted to situations where a lo al minimum of the evaluation fun tion has been en ountered.
In fa t, preliminary experimental results (not reported here) suggest that de oupling the smoothing operation from lo al minima results in an approximately
optimal setting of Psmooth that is more stable over di erent domains.
Figure 2 shows the main SAPS algorithm and its underlying weighted sear h
pro edure; overall, this algorithm is on eptually very similar to ESG, ex ept for
the weight update pro edure whi h has substantially smaller time omplexity
and provides the key for its ex ellent performan e (see Se tion 5). The SAPS
algorithm as des ribed here does not require additional implementation tri ks
other than the standard me hanism for eÆ iently a essing riti al lauses that
is used in all eÆ ient implementations of SLS algorithms for SAT. In parti ular,
di erent from Southey's and S huurmans' ESG implementation, SAPS does not
repla e w by one in the smoothing stage, or perform lazy weight updates.
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pro edure

SAPS(F , , , wp, Psmooth )

input:

propositional formula F , s aling fa tor ,
smoothing fa tor , random walk probability wp,
smoothing probability Psmooth

output:

variable assignment x or ;

x := Init(F )
W := InitWeights(F )

terminate(F , x) do
x := WeightedSear hStep(F , x, W )
if x = ; then
with probability wp do
x := RandomStep(F , x)

while not
0

0

otherwise

W := UpdateWeights(F , x, W , , , Psmooth )

end
else

x := x

0

end
end
if

(F is not satis ed under x) then
x=;

end
return

(x)

end

pro edure

WeightedSear hStep(F , x, W )

input:

propositional formula F , variable assignment x, lause weights W

output:

variable assignment x^ or ;
Uv = fvariables of F that appear in lauses unsatis ed under xg
X := fx^ j x^ is x with variable v 2 Uv ippedg
best :=minfg (F; x^; W ) j x^ 2 X g
X := fx^ 2 X j g (F; x^; W ) = bestg
if best  0 then
x^ := ;
0

0

0

else

x^ := draw(X )

end
return

(^x)

end

The SAPS Algorithm. `Init' randomly initialises x, `InitWeights' initialises all
lause weights to 1. `RandomStep(F ,x)' returns an assignment obtained from x by
ipping a variable that has been sele ted uniformly at random from the set of all
variables of F ; and g (F; x^; W ) denotes the total weight of the lauses in F that are
unsatis ed under assignment x^. The fun tion `draw(X )' returns an element that is
uniformly drawn at random from set X .

Fig. 2.
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Fig. 3.

Figure 3 illustrates the e e t of varying the smoothing probability, Psmooth ,
on the performan e of SAPS, while simultaneously de reasing  to ompensate
for \missed" smoothing stages. Setting Psmooth to one results in an algorithm
that is very losely related (but still not identi al) to ESG. When de reasing
Psmooth below one, we observe un hanged step performan e while the time
performan e is improving. For some SAT instan es, espe ially from the logisti s and blo ksworld planning domains, we a hieve best time performan e for
Psmooth = 0, i.e., when no smoothing is used at all; however, most instan es
require at least some smoothing. For our omputational experiments, unless
expli itly noted otherwise, we generally used Psmooth = 0:05, a setting whi h resulted in reasonable performan e over a broad range of SAT instan es. However,
in many ases, Psmooth = 0:05 is learly not the optimal setting; therefore, in the
next se tion we introdu e a s heme for automati ally adapting the smoothing
probability over the ourse of the sear h pro ess.
To gain a deeper understanding of the performan e of the ESG and SAPS
algorithms and spe i ally the role of the parameters ,  and Psmooth , it is
useful to study the evolution of lause weights over time. If two lauses were
unsatis ed at only one lo al minimum ea h, then the relative weights of these
lauses depend on the order in whi h they were unsatis ed. Sin e the weights
are s aled ba k towards the lause weight average at ea h smoothing stage, the
lause that has been unsatis ed more re ently has a larger weight. So s aling
and smoothing an be seen as a me hanism for ranking the lause weights based
on sear h history. Clearly, the distribution of lause weights, whi h is ontrolled
by the settings of , , and Psmooth , has a major impa t on the variable sele tion
underlying the primal sear h steps. Sin e uniform s aling of weights has no e e t
on variable sele tion and hen e on the performan e of the algorithm, we onsider
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Fig. 4. Clause weight distribution (CWDs) for SAPS after 400 lo al minima for various
values of  (top left), (top right) and Psmooth (bottom left). Approximately identi al
CWDs are obtained for two di erent ( ; ; Psmooth ) triplets for whi h SAPS shows
similar step performan e (bottom right). All CWDs are measured for Uniform Random
3-SAT instan e uf150-hard. Unless otherwise noted, = 1:3,  = 0:99, Psmooth = 1,
and wp = 0. All runs were initialised with the same random seed.

distributions over lause weights that are normalised by multiplying all weights
by a onstant fa tor su h that lauses that have never been unsatis ed have an
adjusted weight of one.
Figure 4 shows typi al lause weight distributions (CWDs) for a given SAT
instan e, i.e. all lause weights sorted by weight, for di erent settings of , , and
Psmooth after 400 lo al minima have been en ountered. In our experien e, after
a ertain number of lo al minima, the CWD onverges to a spe i distribution
that is determined by the problem instan e and the settings of , , Psmooth .
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We hypothesise that the shape of the CWD for a given problem instan e determines the performan e of ESG and SAPS. In Figure 4, we an see dire tly the
e e t of hanging the parameters. The smoothing parameter has a signi ant
impa t on the shape of the CWD. Intuitively, the basi weighted lo al sear h
will pla e greater emphasis on satisfying and keeping satis ed the lauses with
higher lause weights. For smaller values of , i.e., more smoothing, fewer lauses
have high weights, leading to a greedier, more intensi ed sear h. Conversely, less
smoothing leads to CWDs hara teristi for a more diversi ed sear h. Interestingly, these e e ts of the CWDs on the underlying weighted sear h an be
interpreted as that of a soft tabu me hanism on lauses, where lauses with
higher weights are \more taboo", i.e., likely to stay satis ed longer.
We also found that if two di erent ( ; ; Psmooth ) triplets result in nearly
identi al CWDs, they will also yield nearly identi al performan e results. Two
su h triplets that a hieve similar step performan e are (1:3; 0:99; 1:0) and (1:3;
0:80; 0:05); as an be seen in Figure 4 (bottom right), the respe tive CWDs are
very similar. In the ontext of our earlier soft tabu interpretation, this suggests
that a lause-based soft tabu algorithm imposing a SAPS- or ESG-like CWD
ould mat h the step performan e of SAPS and ESG.

4 Rea tive SAPS (RSAPS)
As mentioned before, the performan e of SAPS depends on the smoothing probability, Psmooth , in addition to the three other parameters ommon to ESG
and SAPS. Although we found that, as a rule of thumb, the settings = 1:3,
 = 0:8, wp = 0:01, and Psmooth = 0:05 work reasonably robustly in many ases,
there are better parameter settings for almost all problem instan es tested here.
Determining these settings manually an be diÆ ult and time- onsuming; therefore, it would be desirable to automati ally nd them during the sear h. In the
following, we use a s heme analogous to the one re ently applied by Hoos to
automati ally tuning the noise parameter of Novelty+ [4℄. The basi idea is to
rea tively use higher noise levels, leading to more sear h diversi ation, if and
only if there is eviden e for sear h stagnation, e.g. as a result of getting trapped
in a lo al minimum region. Thus, if sear h stagnation is dete ted, more noise is
introdu ed; otherwise, the noise value is gradually de reased.
The SAPS algorithm es apes from lo al minima by s aling the weights of
unsatis ed lauses, whereas smoothing the weights ba k towards uniform values
a ts as an intensi ation of the sear h; omplete smoothing ( = 0) results in
basi GSAT behaviour without noise. This suggests that sear h intensi ation
an be ontrolled rea tively by either adapting  or Psmooth . At this stage, we
neither onsidered adapting wp nor , sin e using xed values of 0.01 and 1.3,
respe tively, resulted uniformly and robustly in maximal performan e of SAPS
in most of our experiments.
Intuitively, it makes mu h sense to adapt the amount of smoothing sin e
this dire tly determines the a tual extent of sear h intensi ation. In order to
let hanges in  e e tively ontrol the sear h, the smoothing probability would
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have to be rather high. However, in the previous se tion, we have seen that in
order to a hieve superior time performan e, we need at least a bias towards low
smoothing probabilities. Therefore, we de ided to use a xed value of  and to
ontrol the amount of smoothing by adapting Psmooth . By hoosing a rather low
value for , large amounts of smoothing and high levels of sear h intensi ation
an still be a hieved, while keeping the average smoothing probability low.
It is important to realise the possible gain of adapting the smoothing probability during the sear h. Besides the obvious advantage of eliminating the need
to manually tune Psmooth , be ause of the interdependen e of Psmooth and ,
an e e tive adaptive me hanism for the former parameter should be able to at
least partly ompensate for suboptimal settings of the latter. Furthermore, when
smoothing is performed only in situations where it is a tually required, in prin iple it is possible to obtain better performan e than for optimal xed settings of
Psmooth and . This is due to the fa t that optimal settings may di er troughout
the ourse of the sear h.
Our stagnation riterion is the same as used in Adaptive Novelty+ [4℄: if the
sear h has not progressed in terms of a redu tion in the number of unsatis ed
lauses over the last (number of lauses)   variable ips, the smoothing probability is redu ed,  = 1=6 seems to give uniformly good performan e. Just like an
in rease of the noise value in Adaptive Novelty+ , this redu tion of the smoothing probability leads to a diversi ation of the sear h. As soon as the number of
unsatis ed lauses is redu ed below its value at the last hange of the smoothing
probability, Psmooth is in reased in order to intensify exploration of the urrent
region of the sear h spa e. The exa t me hanism for adapting Psmooth is shown
in Figure 5. A bias towards low smoothing probabilities is a hieved by de reasing Psmooth faster than in reasing it. Moreover, after ea h smoothing operation,
Psmooth is set to zero (this happens in pro edure UpdateWeights ). Together,
these two me hanisms help to ensure low average values of Psmooth for problem
instan es that do not bene t from smoothing.

5 Experiments and Results
In order to evaluate the performan e of SAPS and RSAPS against ESG as
well as Novelty+ , we ondu ted extensive omputational experiments on widely
used ben hmark instan es for SAT obtained from SATLIB [6℄.2 The ben hmark
set used for our evaluation omprises SAT-en oded blo ksworld and logisti s
planning instan es, SAT-en oded at graph olouring problems, riti ally onstrained Uniform Random-3-SAT instan es, and SAT-en oded all-interval-series
problems. To better assess s aling behaviour, we also used a re ently generated test-set of 100 riti ally onstrained, satis able Uniform Random-3-SAT
instan es with 400 variables and 1700 lauses ea h; this is the same set used in
[4℄. The instan es labelled -hard and -med are those instan es from the respe tive test-sets with maximal and median lo al sear h ost (ls ) for WalkSAT
2 These instan es an be found at http://www.satlib.org.
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pro edure

AdaptSmoothingProbability(F , H , Psmooth )

input:

propositional formula F , partial sear h history H ,
smoothing probability Psmooth

output:

smoothing probability Psmooth

C = f lauses of F g
 := 1/6; Æ := 0.1

(no improvement has been made for jC j   steps) then
Psmooth := Æ  Psmooth
mark the urrent step as the last improvement
else if (an improvement has been made in this step) then
Psmooth := Psmooth + 2Æ (1 Psmooth )
mark the urrent step as the last improvement
if

end
return

(Psmooth )

end
Fig. 5. Pro edure for automati ally adapting the smoothing probability Psmooth ;
RSAPS alls this pro edure after every sear h step.

using manually tuned stati noise and median ls , respe tively (again, these are
the same instan es as used in [4℄).
All omputational experiments reported here were exe uted on a dual 1GHz
Pentium III PC with 256KB a he and 1GB RAM, running Red Hat Linux
(Version 2.4.9-6smp). Computing times were measured and are reported in CPU
se onds. For ea h problem instan e and algorithm, we obtain empiri al runlength and run-time distributions (RLDs and RTDs) [5℄ by solving the problem
instan e at least 100 times; the uto parameter was set to 1.
In Table 2, for single problem instan es from di erent domains, we present
the medians of the RTDs obtained by SAPS and RSAPS. Generally, SAPS and
RSAPS a hieve superior performan e over ESG and Novelty+ . In terms of number of sear h steps, SAPS is performing similar to ESG, with a slight advantage
on larger problem instan es. Due to the redu ed omplexity of smoothing, SAPS
is outperforming ESG to a fa tor of up to six (logisti s. ) in terms of CPU
time. For smaller instan es, su h as uf100-hard, the time omplexity is roughly
the same; SAPS is never slower than ESG. Furthermore, for all problem instan es
ited in [11℄ where DLM outperformed ESG, SAPS and RSAPS outperform ESG
by a greater margin.
When omparing SAPS to Novelty+ , the performan e di eren es are more
apparent and the time performan e of SAPS is often more than an order of magnitude superior. The big blo ksworld planning instan e bw large. is the only
ase where Novelty+ performs better than SAPS; RSAPS, however, a hieves
signi antly better performan e than Novelty+ for this instan e. We have eviden e, however, that for the DIMACS graph olouring instan es g125.17 and
g125.18, Novelty+ performs substantially better than any of the dynami lo al
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Problem
Instan e
bw large.a 1.3
bw large.b 1.3
bw large. 1.1
logisti s.
1.3
at100-med 1.3
at100-hard 1.3
at200-med 1.3
at200-hard 1.3
uf100-hard 1.3
uf250-med 1.3
uf250-hard 1.3
uf400-med 1.3
uf400-hard 1.3
ais10
1.3

SAPS, Psmooth = 0:05
 pr. steps d. steps time sf

0.8
2,233
0.8 29,452
0.6 1,866,748
0.9
6,493
0.4
5,437
0.8 22,147
0.4 55,238
0.4 1,954,164
0.8
2,967
0.4
5,445
0.7 144,021
0.7 47,475
0.2 900,501
0.9 13,482

331 0.009 1.56
3,205 0.179 1.56
264,211 37.88 0.42
2,223 0.037 6.10
1,118 0.008 1.00
3,501 0.032 1.16
4,693 0.087 2.39
215,716 3.052 1.93
811 0.006 1.00
1,159 0.011 1.36
26,348 0.291 1.58
5,502 0.103 1.55
133,267 1.973 4.95
6,449 0.051 2.73

RSAPS

 pr. steps d. steps time

0.8
2,413
0.8 25,392
0.9 1,472,480
0.9
6,409
0.4
6,367
0.8 19,627
0.4 71,967
0.4 3,129,337
0.8
2,788
0.4
5,302
0.7 118,960
0.7 46,762
0.2 986,621
0.9 12,491

306 0.008
2,404 0.140
138,235 12.66
1,077 0.030
1,292 0.010
2,837 0.029
6,183 0.122
308,756 5.162
865 0.006
1,253 0.012
21,346 0.249
5,579 0.106
126,301 2.216
6,916 0.044

Median run-time and number of steps on individual ben hmark instan es
for our Dynami Lo al Sear h approa hes. For all runs, wp = 0:01. Estimates are
based on 100 runs. Sear h steps are divided into primal sear h steps and dual sear h
steps. For SAPS, bold fa e indi ates superior time performan e over both ESG and
Novelty+ , for RSAPS, bold fa e indi ates superior time performan e over all the other
algorithms. \sf" (speedup fa tor) denotes the time taken by the faster algorithm of
ESG and Novelty+ for the respe tive instan e divided by the time taken by SAPS.
Table 2.

sear h algorithms. SAPS redu es the performan e di eren e but seems unable
to outperform Novelty+.
The fa t that in many ases, SAPS shows an improvement in step performan e over ESG should be emphasised. We attribute this to problems arising
from approximations used in eÆ ient implementations of ESG. However, another
possible explanation ould lie in the additional randomness of SAPS. Sin e the
lause weights in ESG are real numbers, this algorithm be omes almost deterministi after an initial sear h phase and an be trapped in a y le, from whi h it
an only es ape by means of a random walk step performed in a lo al minimum.
In Se tion 3, we showed how the time omplexity of smoothing in reases
linearly with problem size. This suggests that performan e di eren es between
ESG and SAPS should also in rease with problem size. To avoid ompli ations
arising from di erent implementations, we use a variant of SAPS with Psmooth =
1 to illustrate these di eren es in s aling behaviour.3 We refer to this variant as
SAPS[1℄ and to regular SAPS as SAPS[0.05℄. We demonstrate di erent s aling
properties in time omplexity w.r.t. problem size for the test sets uf100 and
uf400, both of whi h ontain 100 Uniform Random 3-SAT formulae with 100
and 400 variables, respe tively. In Figure 6 (top), we ompare SAPS[1℄ with
Novelty+ . We see impressive results for SAPS[1℄ on test-set uf100, whereas its
3 The performan e of this variant is very similar to ESG for small instan es and seems
marginally better for larger instan es.
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100

SAPS[1] (Median Time) [alpha=1.3, rho=0.97, wp = 0.01]

SAPS[1] (Median Time) [alpha=1.3, rho=0.99, wp = 0.01]

0.1

0.01

0.001

0.0001
0.0001

0.001
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Novelty+ (Median Time) [noise=0.55]
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1
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0.001
0.001

0.1

1
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100

10

100

100
SAPS[0.05] (Median Time) [alpha=1.3, rho=0.40, wp = 0.01]

SAPS[0.05] (Median Time) [alpha=1.3, rho=0.80, wp = 0.01]

0.1

Novelty+ (Median Time) [noise=0.55]

0.1

0.01

0.001

0.0001
0.0001

0.01

0.001
0.01
Novelty+ (Median Time) [noise=0.55]

0.1

10

1

0.1

0.01

0.001
0.001

0.01

0.1
1
Novelty+ (Median Time) [noise=0.55]

Correlation between time performan e of SAPS and Novelty+ on Uniform Random 3-SAT test-sets uf100 (left), and uf400 (right); top: Novelty+ vs. SAPS[1℄, bottom:
Novelty+ vs. SAPS[0.05℄.

Fig. 6.

performan e degrades for the instan es in test-set uf400. Next, we performed
the same omparison for SAPS[0.05℄ and Novelty+ . As an be seen in Figure 6
(bottom), the di eren e to Novelty+ for test-set uf100 is about the same as for
SAPS[1℄ and Novelty+ . However, for the larger instan es in uf400 it be omes
obvious that the s aling behaviour of SAPS[0.05℄ is far superior to SAPS[1℄.

6 Con lusions & Future Work
As we have shown in this work, new insights into the fa tors underlying the runtime behaviour of the re ent and promising Exponentiated Sub-Gradient (ESG)
algorithm an lead to variants of this algorithm that show signi antly improved
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performan e over both ESG as well as the best known WalkSAT algorithms and
hen e an be ounted amongst the best performing SAT algorithms known to
date. Furthermore, rea tive sear h te hniques an be used to redu e the need for
manual parameter tuning of the resulting algorithms.
In future work, we plan to further investigate the role of the s aling and
smoothing stages for ESG and SAPS. By studying lause weight distributions
we hope to be able to better understand how these me hanisms intera t with
the basi weighted sear h algorithm underlying both algorithms. Ultimately, we
are on dent that this should lead to further performan e improvements. It
might even be possible to obtain su h improvements with algorithms that are
on eptually simpler than ESG or SAPS. Furthermore, it would be interesting
to develop ompletely self-tuning variants of SAPS, whi h rea tively adapt
and  as well as the smoothing probability Psmooth .
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